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Deepen your yoga practice If you are wanting to deepen your yoga practice beyond
Downward Dog, Satya Kalra's "Yoga Beyond Asana.... This publication is usually elegant and
thoughtful however also approachable for the reader whose only familiarity with yoga might
be from the fitness center or studio. Satya Kalra has created a simple but powerful
introduction to yoga exercise as a total practice -- not only asana (the physical poses most
Westerners associate with the term "yoga exercises") but that philosophy behind the eight-
limbed path itself. After reading this book, I feel that I'm already on my method to experience
the best bliss. Satya introduces the reader to the many different forms of yoga in a way that is
easy to understand.! One thing I really appreciated is the way Satya reinforces that yoga
exercise itself isn't a religion -- this is a method of living that's appropriate for any system of
religious belief. (In this manner, I believe "Yoga Beyond Asana" is not only useful for those
wanting to deepen their very own practice, but may also be helpful for those who experience
resistance from family or friends who are worried that yoga somehow operates counter to
Christianity or various other religions. This reserve makes clear that yoga is a route of health
and peace that people of any religion can practice. The Complete Guide to Blissful Existence.")
Each brief chapter includes some verses from the Bhagavad Gita, a short discussion of the
facet of yoga to become explored that day, and a fitness, quotation, or affirmation for the
reader to focus on. The chapters on pranayama and meditation, in particular, are helpful
because they walk the reader through the fundamentals of the techniques.comBest Selling
Writer/International Speaker ESSENTIAL Read Book I was interested in the spiritual connect
to yoga. I am always surprised by Satya's work and this little book is no exception.Satya Kalra
has provided a fantastic, accessible introduction to essentially living one's yoga exercise. She's
the real deal and her reserve is a must have for anyone who's looking to be more present to
create a mindful and intentional way of life. I would suggest this book to anyone who is
curious about yoga exercise beyond the mat. Practical Guide for Incorporating Yoga in
Everyday Life After going right through a 200 hour Teacher Training program, I recommend
this book as a very important addition to any kind of yoga teacher training curriculum or
everyday yoga practice. I wish I had go through this during my own teaching training program,
since it is a practical and inspiring method of bringing the yoga practice into everyday life.It
succinctly combines the history and philosophy of yoga with practice (mindfulness and
meditation). This original combination would help deepen anyone's yoga practice (at any
level). I specifically liked that it had been daily and step by step, and the Daily Planner in the
back of the book helps keep track of your progress. This made the process of self-
transformation easier to comprehend and apply. If you want the rest of the story where yoga
can be involved." is a wonderful place to start... This book has it, in a concise way. I cannot
thank Satya Kalra more than enough when planning on taking the time to talk about this
treasure in a apparent, comprehensive and simple method that anyone can understand! The
author, without getting too complicated, clarifies what the various other limbs are (self-inquiry,
compassion, meditation, etc.. In fact, Satya's book was created so you could read just one
single page a day time and learn about the history of yoga, actually take part in a chant,
meditation or an Asana: physical posture, apply the prosperity of information and also benefit
immediately!. I love the messages: happiness and inner peace return when attachments,
negative emotions and the impurities of your brain are released. We all have been seeking
happiness, freedom from ignorance, freedom from daily grind and freedom from inner
conflicts.extremely profound indeed! Mrs Satya Kalra's publication provides the eternal
wisdom of the ancient sages of India. My heart's salutations to her for bringing out this little e-



reserve of wisdom.!.may be the trip to self-awareness presented in the lovely Yoga Beyond
Asana.that is an extremely useful book for all who are seeking Way to Anandam-Yoga Beyond
Asana After just finishing Satya Kalra's pocket-book, "Path to Anandam-Yoga Beyond Asana..
Tracy Repchuk Best-selling author of 31 Days to Millionaire Marketing MiraclesThe Complete
Guidebook for a Blissful Existence," I can attest to feeling more present, aware, and blissful. I'm
no stranger to yoga exercises, having been taught the postures by my father when I was five.
I've browse books on yoga as well, but this reserve is by far the easiest, most informative, and
digestible. Aewsome. You can find visuals for those who need the story in pictures, not just in
words. It's a fast go through, but why speed-examine a publication about yoga if you are
actually starting to chill out? Everything Satya writes is 5 star! This is a wonderful system within
an of itself, and it will also serve as a launching pad for students who wish to additional
explore the sacred texts and methods of yoga on their own. Discharge the Blocks to Inner
Peace & Reference to God This book is crucial read for any human being who would like to
expand in their ability to access inner peace, love and reference to God. The design is simple
to check out and the reader will be able to grab 1-3 tips each day to implement within their
lives.. AMEN AMEN! Amazing.Lauren E MillerFounder Stress Solutions University. In addition,
Satya encourages the reader to read the beautiful poem at the very end of the publication
each day to focus his or her practice. My questions were answered by reading "Yoga exercises
Beyond Asana... And because it is a brief read, "Yoga exercise Beyond Asana" will be a great
reserve to give to people who have questions about "What's this yoga you're into?" It has
helped me to understand the true meaning of yoga exercises. Each short chapter represents a
time on a 31 day time trip towards enlightenment, peace, and better physical, psychological,
mental, and spiritual wellness. What westerners think of as yoga exercise (asanas, or poses)
are just one areas of the 12 limbs of yoga. She contains quotations from the Bhagavad Gita
throughout, which is a wonderful way to become familiar with this important text..We highly
recommend you go through this wonderful book. It will transform your life! Beyond Seeking If
you are a seeker of Divine Awareness as an experiential way of life, then this is sure to remind
you of this the ultimate trip is always within, and the finding within as well. Thank you Satya for
reminding us that Common Truths are always ready to be known and so are nearer than our
following breath. Not just that, but I was luckily enough to listen in on a contact where Satya
was a guest loudspeaker and her vibe only spread joy and rest through my entire body! The
spiritual planner at the end of the book can be helpful as readers explore the publication and
the exercises it contains. This beautiful, elegant publication is packed with tools in which to
consider the seasoned yogi and meditator to a new level but so simple that beginners have
everything they want. A perfect gift to yourself and for everybody you love! Yoga with a thirty
day Planner - It's Best! This book gives the reader particular intentions for every day as they
launch the blocks to internal peace, joy and connection to God!.) and how we may bring them
into our lives practically.Joy Kapur (Writer: Your Quantum Essence) Fantastic thank you A
great book We enjoyed it thoroughly and examine it regulary. It includes a thirty day daily
planner that will keep you on track. I would recommend it to anyone seeking more from their
yoga..
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